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In 1944, oil was discovered near Gilbertown in Choctaw County.

In 1945,the legislature passed Act 1945-1 which levied a 2% production and 2.46% privilege tax and 
which was enacted “in recognition of past, present, and imminent evils occurring in the production 
and use of oil and gas, as a result of waste in the production and use thereof and as a result of waste 
in the absence of co-equal or correlative rights of owners of crude oil or natural gas in a common 
source of supply to produce and use the same, this law is enacted for the protection against such evils 
by prohibiting waste and compelling ratable production.”

Oil and gas privilege tax is based on engaging in the business of producing or severing oil or gas 
within the state.

Oil and gas production tax is based on the production of oil or gas from a well in Alabama.

Due to the antiquated record keeping in the early 1940s, the Department’s documented records begin 
in 1948. 
1948 – 1st year of documented oil and gas production and privilege taxes – collected $53,565.75; 
$18,272 and $35,294 respectively.

Between 1948 and 1978: 2% Production collected $24.5 million and 2.46% Privilege collected $49.6 
million.

Significant date details in chart:
1955 – discovery of Alabama’s giant Citronelle Field in Mobile County (began to see increase)
In late 1970s – world class natural gas reserves were discovered in Alabama’s offshore waters (began 
to see large spike in production)



The 2.46% privilege tax rate was replaced in 1979 by the 4% rate. The 6% rate was enacted 
in 1980 and 8% followed in 1983. A 3.65% privilege for offshore was levied in 2009. The 
varying privilege rates are based on various determinants of well depth, age of wells, and 
daily production.

Significant dates:
In 1980s, Alabama became world leader in development of coalbed methane gas.

2001 saw an increase due to 9/11.

2005 the oil and gas industry bails out state general fund with 1% temporary tax (July 2004 
through June 2005) which generated over $5 million.

2008 was the largest collections year to date on oil and gas production and privilege taxes at 
$192.7 million; $55.2 million and $137.5 million respectively. The large spike can be 
attributed to the substantial increase in the price of oil and gas due to concern over supplies 
and the weak US dollar. At the time there were fears of global recession.
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The state taxes on oil and gas are based on the value of the oil and gas. As oil and gas prices 
increase, tax revenues increase. When oil and gas prices decrease, tax revenues decrease.

This correlation can be seen when analyzing the substantial drop in gas price averages seen 
in 2014 and in relation the 2% production receipt drop.

Currently, the production of oil and gas, as well as, prices are down. Therefore, the current 
tax collections are down.
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2% Production Receipts FY Comparison with Average Yearly Prices:
Between FY2014 and FY2015 all components (gross receipts, oil price and gas price) saw 
substantial decreases.
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FY2012 27,780,000.00$ --- $94.85 --- $5.32 ---
FY2013 30,040,000.00$ 8.14% $95.74 0.94% $4.89 -8.08%
FY2014 30,860,000.00$ 2.73% $99.20 3.61% $4.99 2.04%
FY2015 19,120,000.00$ -38.04% $56.52 -43.02% $4.16 -16.63%
FY2016 9,330,000.00$   -51.20% $41.55 -26.49% $3.42 -17.79%

FY2017 to date 10,130,000.00$ 8.57% $49.38 18.84% $3.92 14.62%
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The 3.65%, 4%, 6% and 8% privilege tax has generated over $2.2 billion in collections since its 
enactment in 1979.

Two main distributions are based on Offshore and Onshore wells. 

Offshore distribution is 100% General Fund with $3.7 million in FY2016.

Onshore privilege tax distribution is initially split 25% to the State General Fund and the remaining 
75% is further allocated as follows:

•16 2/3 General Fund
•16 2/3 Counties where severed
•66 2/3% distributed as follows:

•25% Counties severed
•10% Municipalities severed
•First $150,000 remaining:

•50% State General Fund
•42 ½% Counties severed
•7 ½% Municipalities severed

•Remainder:
•84% State General Fund
•14% Counties severed
•2% Municipalities severed

The complexity of the 66 2/3% distribution is done at the Comptroller’s office, however the 
Department does provide the initial split. 
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Total collections for production and privilege tax since 1948 = $3.075 billion (no records available 
for 1945-1947)

$810.16 million in 2% production tax (enacted in 1945 and still an active levy)
$49.62 million in 2.46% privilege tax (ran from 1945 through 1978)
$2.22 billion in 4,6 & 8% privilege tax (from 1979 and still a current levy)

The 2.46% privilege tax that ran from 1945 through 1978 was kept separate from other state funds in 
a fund known as the “Oil and Gas Fund”. 

The 2% Production tax is distributed 100% to the State General Fund, totaling $810.16 million.

The 4, 6 & 8% (and 3.65%) Privilege receipts are distributed between the State General Fund and the 
Counties/Municipalities where severed. The General Fund represents approximately 40% of the 
collections at over $868 million.
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